
T
he importance of interaction for learning has been documented

many times over in instructional theory and research. Here’s

my simple working definition of interaction (synthesized from

that research and theory): Instructional interaction is a sequence of

events whose primary purpose is engaging the learner in meaningful

activity, providing feedback, and influencing learning. 

Interaction with Instructional
Content in e-Learning
Programs or Courses
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Content interaction allows learners to do
something with the instructional materials. In
online instruction, this usually involves activi-
ties with text, graphics, quizzes, animations,
etc. What makes it interactive is that the
learner is prompted to do something with
what is there and receives feedback that
impacts learning and further instruction.
(Another type of interaction is people interac-
tion, interaction with other learners, mentors,
SMEs, or an instructor. These types of inter-
actions will be looked at in a future survey.)

We wanted to know how colleagues who
design and develop (or who manage the
design or development of) e-Learning pro-
grams think about interaction with content.
This survey is limited to questions about
browser-based (viewed through a browser),
asynchronous, self-paced activities. These

activities are generally included in the content
of an e-Learning course or program. The
courses or programs as a whole may be self-
paced or instructor-led, synchronous or asyn-
chronous.

We received 122 responses to the survey.
The data should be considered to be a snap-
shot of the practices of (some) folks in our
industry. The individuals who completed this
survey are a subset of all Guild Members and
Associates whose demographics are online. Go
to http://www.eLearningGuild.com and click on
“About Guild Members” from the main menu.
This should help you determine how applicable
the answers are to your own situation.

The following pages outline the results and
my analysis of our survey which was conduct-
ed online between 9/22/03 and 10/8/03. 

Continued on next page

ANALYS IS  AND COMMENTARY BY PATT I  SHANK,  PH.D.

Survey Series / October 2003
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SURVEY SERIES / I nst ruct iona l  Interact ions

1. Which of these types of content interactions do you routinely include in your e-Learning programs 
or courses? (Select all that apply)

Types of content interactions used

© 2003 The eLearning Guild. All rights reserved. http://www.eLearningGuild.com

Many different content interaction types are used by respondents. Multiple choice
and true/false quizzes and use of hypertext links to additional resources or informa-
tion are used by the vast majority. It appears that most respondents use multiple
interaction types, which is good because instructional needs often call for different
types of interactions. Some of the “other” content interaction types added by partici-
pants were: matching, essay, and simulated customers. 

I was interested to see that a significant percentage of respondents are using
reflection questions, games, offline work, and journals. These interactions can be
powerful for learning and should (in my opinion) be considered for use more often.

93.4%

85.2%

84.4%

75.4%

73.0%

69.7%

68.0%

66.4%

60.7%

59.0%

54.9%

42.6%

34.4%

27.0%

25.4%

21.3%

Multiple choice quizzes

True/false quizzes

Click on object or text to reveal more information (glossary — explanations)

Hypertext links to other pages inside the course or program

Hypertext links to resources outside the course or program

Tutorials (step-by-step)

Drag and drop

Navigational choices (choice of path and sequence of information)

Application simulations (software demos or try-it simulation)

Process simulations (realistic case studies — immersion exercises)

Fill in the blank

Self-reflection questions (Why do you think that...? Have you considered...?)

Games

Offline/field work (ie. watch task, try program, offline labs)

Note taking/journals

Simulated people (ask the expert)
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2. Which of these factors most determines the types of content interactions you
use in your e-Learning programs or courses? (Select up to 3)

Factors determining types of interactions used

© 2003 The eLearning Guild. All rights reserved. http://www.eLearningGuild.com

More than half of the respondents select interactions according to the instructional
needs of the content. That’s good news. Also interesting is how budget, skills, time-
frames, and bandwidth impact the types of interactions used. This makes sense and
requires, in my mind, making sure we use resources (including programming and multi-
media) wisely as well as understanding the technical capabilities of our audience. 

One of the “other” answers, “Capability of available software,” struck me. I often
recommend to clients against using proprietary training authoring tools because the
range of potential interactions is limited by the tool. Far better, I believe, to use tools
that are more open ended (like standard web authoring tools), so we can select inter-
actions by instructional needs rather than the capabilities of the tool. Being locked
into specific interactions isn’t a good thing, instructionally.

Potentially disturbing (to me) is that almost 11% use a formula to determine the
types of content interactions. If the formula is a heuristic (use these types of interac-
tions for this type of instructional content), that could be helpful. If the formula is
something like “use an interaction every 4 screens,” that’s poor instructional design,
in my opinion.

64.8%

48.4%

46.7%

40.2%

39.3%

13.9%

10.7%

5.7%

Instructional needs of the content

Budget

Skills to develop

Project development timeline

Bandwidth or other technology limitations

Limitations on allowed plug-ins

Formula

Facilitator/instructor time

Other Answers

Capability of available software

Company standards

Course owner desire for glitz

Lack of enthusiasm
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3. What kind of feedback do you routinely provide after content interactions? 
(Select all that apply)

Although it looks like there is generally an attempt at remediation, it appears that
isn’t always the case. It truly isn’t sufficient to say “incorrect” or “try again.” In order
for feedback to be useful, it has to help the learner comprehend what was misunder-
stood and move forward.

I am pleasantly surprised, though, to see that some people are using feedback by
an instructor/SME/mentor or face-to-face help. We often (mistakenly) assume that
online has to mean everything starts and stays online and that simply isn’t so (nor is
it always sensible). Why not use feedback from a real person when that is more appro-
priate?

4. In your opinion, what are your most critical reasons for adding content 
interactions to your e-Learning programs or courses? (Select up to 3)

The most important reasons for interaction, per my definition, are the top reasons
that respondents use them. I think we should more often allow the learner control
over content and sequencing, but that’s a discussion we can have in the future in a
survey about design philosophies.

Type of feedback provided

Tracking content interactions

97.5%

56.6%

56.6%

37.7%

27.0%

20.5%

Correct/incorrect with explanations

Correct/incorrect

Options to review material (for remediation)

Links to additional material (for remediation)

Links to additional information (for enrichment)

Feedback by instructor/SME/mentor

82.0%

80.3%

32.8%

27.9%

19.7%

11.5%

10.7%

9.8%

9.0%

6.6%

1.6%

To engage the learner

To give opportunity to practice and apply learning

To provide feedback to learner

To accommodate different learning styles

To explain or support concepts

To determine if course objectives have been met

To give the learner control over course content and sequencing

To give learner something to do other than read content

To assess learners

To allow learner to drill down for more content

Because interactions are expected

Other Answers

Answer keys with self-review/reflection

Face-to-face help

Try again
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5. Do you routinely track some interactions in a LMS?

6. If you DO NOT routinely track interactions in a LMS, do you track in another way?

7. If you DO routinely track interactions in a LMS, what is your main goal
for tracking? (Select up to 2)

Most of the respondents (62.3%) track some of the interactions in one way or
another. Most use a LMS or database. Others commented that they are trying to track
interactions in a LMS, want to track interactions in a LMS, or will be using an LMS for
this purpose in the future. The purpose of tracking is primarily for tracking learners’
progress and for audit purposes. Some commented that they do not track interactions
but do track completion of the course.

Tracking content interactions

56.6%

44.3%

No (If “no” answer #6 and then skip to #8)

Yes (If “yes” skip to #7)

58.1%

37.1%

3.2%

1.6%

No

Database and spreadsheet

Other

Paper

75.0%

42.3%

26.9%

23.1%

3.8%

To assess individual learners’ progress

To audit (for regulatory purposes)

To gauge value of interactions

To prove value of program

Other
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8. What tools do you routinely use to develop interactions? (Select all that apply)

These answers provide some insights into the main tools and technologies used for
authoring (since interactions are such a large element of instructional authoring). Many of
the “other” tools produce HTML, Flash, and JavaScript (the top tools chosen) and lend
credence to the top choices. Dreamweaver, for instance, produces HTML and JavaScript.
RoboDemo produces Flash. CourseBuilder produces DHTML (HTML and JavaScript). 

Most respondents are using the types of standard web development tools that permit
building a wide variety of interaction types, and I see this as a good thing. Most skilled
instructional developers use more than one authoring tool in order to support the range of
content and interactions needed. This means that the skill needs of instructional develop-
ers can be broad, which ties back to the issue of factors that influence the types of inter-
actions developed.

Content interaction development tools used

Alternative formats

9. Do you provide alternative formats (text alternatives) for media-based interactions for learners with
disabilities, or for those without necessary plug-ins or technical requirements?

Many respondents are considering accessibility issues and this percentage will likely
increase in the future. Comments show that many respondents are thinking about the
need to meet the needs of users with disabilities and some are actively investigating
what needs to be done even though they aren’t using alternative formats now. Some
are doing so with some customers but not all.

It was somewhat perplexing that some respondents felt this wasn’t needed for their
audience. I have been designing and developing technology based learning for 10+
years and cannot think of an audience I’ve worked with that wouldn’t include some
people with visual, hearing, cognitive, motor, or age related problems, or the like. This
may not be readily apparent, but those folks are in every learning environment, and
our courses and programs shouldn’t lock them out.

73.0%

64.8%

47.5%

32.8%

24.6%

23.8%

22.1%

21.3%

19.7%

HTML

Flash

JavaScript

Audio

Other

Authorware

Database technologies

Video

Programming

60.7%

40.2%

No

Yes

“Other” Answers

ToolBook (8)
Dreamweaver (6)
RoboDemo (5)
Lectora (3)
Coursebuilder (3)
Rapid Builder (2)
Blackboard (2)
Expert Author (1)
Knowledge Producer (1)
PowerPoint (1)

Proprietary web-based authoring system (PHP) (1)
Proprietary LCMS tools (1)
Quandary — software for action mazes (1)
Template-based authoring tool (1)
ViewletBuilder (1)
Centra Symposium synchronous tools (1)
Custom Authoring Software — Vuepoint VLS (1)
DHTML (1)
ASP (1)
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All in all, this snapshot of practices around
content interactions is good news. People are
selecting a variety of interactions and the vast
majority of respondents select interactions
based on instructional needs and for reasons
related to the instructional characteristics of
interaction. Most attempt to provide meaning-
ful feedback. Most track some of the interac-
tions in one way or another and many respon-
dents are looking into using LMS systems for
this purpose. Not quite half provide alternative
formats for media-based interactions but other
respondents indicated they realize that this is
important. 

If you are wondering what content interac-
tions to include in your own courses or pro-
grams, the information in this survey should be
very useful to you. The main take-aways, in my
opinion, are that one size doesn’t fit all, inter-

actions need to be carefully planned to support
instructional needs, meaningful feedback is
critical, and some users will require alternative
formats. In addition, the need to use multiple
tools/technologies is apparent, highlighting the
skill needs to make this occur (which lines up
with responses about how lack of skills influ-
ences which interactions are developed).

Patti Shank is The eLearning
Guild’s Director of Research. She
is an instructional technology con-
sultant (http://www.learning-

peaks.com) and nationally known writer and
speaker on distance and online learning topics.
This survey was developed with assistance
from the Guild’s Research Committee. Opinions
expressed in the analysis are Patti’s alone.

To learn more about interaction and its uses in e-Learning, we encourage you to search the 
following pages on the Guild’s website using the term “interactivity”.

The Resource Directory:
http://www.eLearningGuild.com/resources/resources/index.cfm?action=viewcats 

The eLearning Developers’ Journal:
http://www.eLearningGuild.com/articles/abstracts/index.cfm?action=view 

To learn more about Patti Shank and the Guild’s Research Committee click here:
http://www.eLearningGuild.com/pbuild/linkbuilder.cfm?selection=doc.101 

The eLearning Guild is a global Community of Practice for designers, developers,
and managers of e-Learning. This member-driven community provides industry 
professionals with high-quality learning opportunities, networking services,

resources, and publications. Members represent a diverse group of more than 9,500 instructional
designers, content developers, project managers, web developers, contractors, consultants, and 
managers and directors of training and learning services who work in corporate, government, and 
academic organizations. Members live and work in more than 75 countries!

The eLearning Developers’ Journal is the premier weekly online publication
of The eLearning Guild. The Journal showcases practical strategies and
techniques for designers, developers, and managers of e-Learning.

The eLearning Guild organizes a variety of industry events focused on participant learning:

Final thoughts

Symposium

The T H E  E L E A R N I N G
FLASH DEVELOPER’S

S Y M P O S I U M


